
National Unlimited Traveller 
National Unlimited Traveller is the most complete solution combining  
unlimited calls, text messages and data in Belgium and the EU zone, 
as well as extra benefits in the Best Destinations zone.

National Unlimited Traveller
   Unlimited calls and texts, in Belgium and the EU zone
   Unlimited calls and texts from Belgium to other the EU zone
   Unlimited data in Belgium and in the EU zone. Above 20 GB, internet speed  
is 512 kbps

   3000 minutes or texts from the EU zone (Belgium included) to the Best 
Destinations zone or from the Best Destinations zone to the EU zone  
(Belgium included) or within the Best Destinations zone

   3 GB of data within the Best Destinations zone

68  € /month
Outside the bundle: 

4,96 €/MB in the Best Destinations zone

11,57 €/MB in the Rest of World zone

National Unlimited Traveller

   Unlimited calling, national and EU zone, 10,000 text messages, 10 GB data 
   3000 call minutes or text messages to or from the EU zone
   3 GB data within the EU and Best Destinations zone

68  € /month
Outside the bundle: 

0,0248 €/MB within the EU zone 

4,96 €/MB within the EU zone

11,57 €/MB within the Rest of World zone

National Unlimited Traveller as of 4 March 2019 

National Unlimited Traveller until 4 March 2019



How to activate National Unlimited Traveller
   Contact us via 5995 or activate the option in your Customer Zone. 
   You want to surf at the standard rate? Then you can deactivate the option via 
your Customer Zone or by calling us at number 5995.

Activation or deactivation takes effect one business day after the startup request. 
This service can be combined with Mobile Business, One Office Voice Pack 
and One Office Full Pack.
This option is not compatible with the Traveller option.

   This service can be combined with Orange’s professional rate plans.

   The unlimited call minutes and text messages are valid for normal use in Belgium and the EU zone and for all Belgian 
networks. International call minutes and text messages, and roaming are valid in the EU zone at any time of the day. 

   The included call minutes and text messages are not valid for special numbers. 

   The unused call minutes, SMS and surf volume are not transferable to the following month.

   Orange reserves the right to restrict service, suspend your contract and / or terminate in case of network overload 
or improper use (when used as a simbox or baby phone).

   The option is not compatible with Roaming Europe Traveller.


